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Summary

Summary

What is Mr. Panda doing? Will animals have the patience to
wait? The little penguin is ready to wait. Will he have a nice
surprise?

Roger is a long sausage dog like no other. He thinks and
dreams about what he would do if he were a human. He
will become "The Potato King" and will be famous
around the world. Is this how he will find happiness?
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Suggestions

Suggestions

Take time to look at the characters. They are all very different.

Ask the children to identify the animals.

Questions

Questions

Micro-selection/Integration
Question: What did the old lady loose on her way?
Reference: p. 8 "… Woof! I have an idea!"

Inference
Question: What do you think Mr. Panda is preparing?
Reference: Cover.

Vocabulary
Question: What is a French fry stand?
Reference: p. 11 "… French fry stand is open for business!"

Micro-selection/Integration
Question: What does the anteater think Mr. Panda is cooking?
Reference: p. 6 "Are you making cookies, Mr. Panda?"

Inference
Question: What did Roger need so he would not be bored anymore?
Reference: p. 20 "… his boredom had, sadly, returned."

Vocabulary
Question: What does the word "cupcakes" mean?
Reference: p. 9 "Are you making cupcakes, Mr. Panda?"

Elaboration
Question: How do you think the story will end?
Reference: p. 25 "Roger forgot to be bored."

Elaboration
Question: Did it happen to you that you had to wait? Were you
happy in the end that you did wait?
Reference: End of the book.
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